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Abstract—In this paper, we study a robust beamforming design
for multi-user multiple-input multiple-output secrecy networks
with simultaneous wireless information and power transfer
(SWIPT). In this system, an access point, multiple Internet of
Things devices under the non-Linear energy harvesting model
with a help of one cooperative jammer (CJ). We employ artificial
noise (AN) generation to facilitate efficient wireless energy
transfer and secure transmission. To achieve energy harvesting
fairness, we aim to maximize the minimum harvested energy
among users subject to secrecy rate constraint and total transmit
power constraint in the presence of channel estimation errors.
By incorporating a norm-bounded channel uncertainty model,
we propose an algorithm based on sequential parametric convex
approximation (SPCA). Finally, simulation results show that the
proposed SPCA method outperforms the traditional AN-aided
method and CJ-aided method.

Index Terms—SWIPT, non-Linear energy harvesting, CJ,
norm-bounded channel uncertainty model, SPCA.

I. INTRODUCTION

The fifth generation (5G) wireless systems are expected
to meet an continuously increasing demand for wireless ap-
plications such as wide radio coverage and high data rate
[1]. Due to the advancement of wireless sensor networks
(WSNs) and Internet of Things (IoT), the energy-constrained
5G network needs support millions of intelligent terminals.One
main research approach in wireless power transfer (WPT) is
the SWIPT technigue [2], which has attracted a lot of interests
for providing power supplies for wireless IoT networks [3]-[6].

On the other hand, secrecy transmission has extracted atten-
tions in communication systems [7] [8]. Specifically, physical-
layer security (PLS) has been recognized as an important issue
for SWIPT systems since the wireless information is more
vulnerable to eavesdropping [9] [10].

Another aspect that we address in this paper is the impact
of imperfect channel state information (CSI). In practice, it is
not always possible to obtain perfect CSI at the transmitter due
to channel estimation errors [11] [12]. Secure communication
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with SWIPT would be more challenging in the presence of
the imperfect CSI [13]-[19].

In addition, artificial noise (AN) methods have been used
by embedding the transmit beamforming to confuse eaves-
droppers [7]. In secrecy SWIPT systems, the AN plays the
roles of both carrying an energy signal for WPT and pro-
tecting the secrecy information transmission [20]. Also, to
further increase the secrecy performance, a jamming node has
been introduced in the secrecy networks, which prevents the
eavesdroppers from intercepting the intended messages [14]-
[16]. When information receivers (IRs) and energy harvesting
receivers (ERs) are placed in a same cell, the ERs are normally
assumed to be closer to the transmitter compared with IRs due
to its low power sensitivity level. In such a situation, the ERs
have a possibility of eavesdropping the information sent to the
IRs, and thus can become potential eavesdroppers [13].

In this paper, we investigate a secure transmission design
problem in a MU-MIMO secrecy IoT system with SWIPT.
In this system, a multi-antenna transmitter supports single-
antenna co-located receiver (CR) IoT nodes, and multi-antenna
EH IoT nodes in the presence of a multi-antenna CJ. Unlike
the work in [10], our objective is to maximize the minimum
harvested energy of both EH nodes and CR nodes subject
to secrecy rate constraints and the total transmit power con-
straint by incorporating the norm-bounded channel uncertainty
model.

Moreover, we seek a transmission strategy to jointly design
the AN-aided beamforming matrix, the AN covariance matrix,
the jamming covariance matrix and the PS ratio. Then, an
iterative algorithm based on SPCA is also addressed, where
the original problem is transformed to a second order cone
programming (SOCP) problem that can be directly solved
by CVX. Finally, Simulation results demonstrate that the
proposed SPCA scheme outperforms the traditional methods.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

A. Network Model

We consider a secure downlink MU-MIMO SWIPT-based
IoT system as shown in Fig. 1, which consists of one transmit-
ter, one CJ, K CR nodes, and L EH nodes. Here the CR node
employs the PS scheme to decode information and harvest
power simultaneously. It is assumed that the transmitter, the CJ
and the EH node are equipped with NT , NJ and NE antennas,
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respectively, while CR nodes have a single antenna. We denote
hs,k ∈ C

NT as the channel vector between the transmitter and
the k-th CR node, He,l ∈ C

NT×NE as the channel matrix
between the transmitter and the l-th EH node, gs,k ∈ C

NJ

as the channel vector between the CJ and the k-th CR node,
Ge,l ∈ C

NJ×NE as the channel matrix between the CJ and
the l-th EH node, respectively.

The transmitter sends the message xk to the k-th CR node
as

xk = fksk + z, (1)

where fk ∈ C
NT indicates the linear beamforming vector for

the k-th CR node at the transmitter, sk ∈ C represents the
information-bearing signal intended for the k-th CR node with
E{|sk|2} = 1, and z ∈ C

NT is the energy-carrying AN vector,
which can also be composed by multiple energy beams.

The received signal at the k-th CR node and the l-th EH
node can be expressed as

ys,k = hH
s,k

K∑
k=1

fksk+hH
s,kz+gH

s,kqsJ+ns,k, k = 1, ...,K,

ye,l=HH
e,l

K∑
k=1

fksk+HH
e,lz+GH

e,lqsJ+ne,l, l = 1, ..., L,

(2)

where q ∈ C
NJ indicates the CJ vector, sJ equals the cooper-

ative jamming signal introduced by the CJ with E{|sJ |2} = 1,
and ns,k ∼ CN (0, σ2

s,k) and ne,l ∼ CN (0, σ2
e,lI) stand for the

additive Gaussian noise at the k-th CR node and the l-th EH
node, respectively.

The received signal at the k-th CR node is divided into
the ID and EH parts by the PS ratio ρs,k ∈ (0, 1]. Thus, the
received signal for ID at the k-th CR node can be given as

yIDs,k =
√
ρs,kys,k+np,k

=
√
ρs,k

(
hH
s,k

K∑
k=1

fksk + hH
s,kz+gH

s,kqsJ+ns,k

)
+np,k,

(3)

where np,k ∼ CN (0, σ2
p,k) is the noise at the k-th CR node

[2].
Let us define Fk = fkf

H
k as the transmit covariance matrix,

Z = zzH as the AN covariance matrix, and Q = qqH as the
CJ covariance matrix. Hence, the achieved secrecy rate can be
calculated by

R̂s,k =

[
Cs,k(ρs,k,Fk,Z,Q)−max

l
Cl,k(ρs,k,Fk,Z,Q)

]+
,

(4)
where Cs,k and Cl,k are defined in (5) on the top of the next
page.

B. Non-linear EH model

As mentioned previously, linear EH model is mostly used
in SWIPT system, and the harvested energy is given by

Fig. 1. System model of secure SWIPT IoT systems with cooperative jamming
for MU-MIMO downlink.

Φ = ηPin, where Pin represents the input power at the
receiver, and η ∈ [0, 1] is the energy conversion efficiency
[17] [18]. However, the practical EH circuits exhibit nonlinear
EH behavior due to the saturation of the rectifier. To avoid
the mismatch caused by the linear EH model, we employ the
logistic-function based nonlinear EH model, as

Φprac(Pin) =

Mi

1+exp(−ai(Pin−bi))
− Mi

1+exp(aibi)

1− 1
1+exp(aibi)

, (6)

where Mi is a constant expressing the maximum harvested
power at the i-th CR/ER node when EH circuit reaches satu-
ration. Parameters ai and bi are also constants in connection
with the detailed circuit specifications, as defined in [21].

Using the non-linear EH model, the harvested power at the
k-th CR node and the l-th EH node is expressed as

Eprac
s,k = Φprac(Es,k), ∀k, Eprac

e,l = Φprac(Ee,l), ∀l. (7)

where

Es,k = (1−ρs,k)

(
hH
s,k

( K∑
k=1

Fk+Z
)
hs,k+gH

s,kQgs,k+σ2
s,k

)
,

Ee,l = tr(HH
e,l(

K∑
k=1

Fk+Z)He,l) + tr(GH
e,lQGe,l)+NEσ

2
e,l.

(8)

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND ROBUST DESIGN
METHODS

In this paper, our goal is to jointly optimize the worst-
case formulation assuming imperfect CSI. Adopting the norm-
bounded channel uncertainty model [13], the actual channels
hs,k, He,l, gs,k, and Ge,l can be given as

hs,k = h̄s,k+es,k, ∀k, He,l = H̄e,l+Ee,l, ∀l,
gs,k = ḡs,k+ẽs,k, ∀k, Ge,l = Ḡe,l+Ẽe,l, ∀l,

(9)

where h̄s,k, ḡs,k, H̄e,l, and Ḡe,l denote the estimated channel
at the transmitter and the CJ, and es,k, ẽs,k,Ee,l, and Ẽe,l are
the channel errors bounded as ‖es,k‖2 ≤ εs,k, ‖ẽs,k‖2 ≤ ε̃s,k,
‖Ee,l‖F ≤ εe,l, and ‖Ẽe,l‖F ≤ ε̃e,l.
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Cs,k(ρs,k,Fk,Z,Q) = log2

(
1 +

ρs,kh
H
s,kFkhs,k

ρs,k(σ2
s,k +

∑
j �=k h

H
s,kWjhs,k + hH

s,kZhs,k + gH
s,kQgs,k) + σ2

p,k

)
,

Cl,k(ρs,k,Fk,Z,Q) = log2
∣∣I+(HH

e,lZHe,l+GH
e,lQGe,l+σ2

e,lI)
−1HH

e,lFkHe,l

∣∣.
(5)

max
ρs,k,{Fk},Z,Q

(
min

‖es,k‖≤εs,k,‖ẽs,k‖≤ε̃s,k
Eprac

s,k + min
‖Ee,l‖F≤εe,l,‖Ẽe,l‖F≤ε̃e,l

Eprac
e,l

)
(10a)

s.t. min
‖es,k‖≤εs,k,‖ẽs,k‖≤ε̃s,k

Cs,k − max
‖Ee,l‖F≤εe,l,‖Ẽe,l‖F≤ε̃e,l

Cl,k ≥ R̄s, ∀k, (10b)

K∑
k=1

tr(Fk)+tr(Z) ≤ PT , tr(Q) ≤ PJ , (10c)

1 ≥ ρs,k > 0, Fk 	 0, Z 	 0, Q 	 0, rank(Fk) = 1. (10d)

A. Problem Formulation

We aim to maximize the minimum harvested power among
all CR nodes and EH nodes subject to the secrecy rate
constraint, the total transmit power constraint and the CJ power
constraint. By taking the above channel model into account,
the robust max-min problem can be rewritten as (10) on the
top of this page, where R̄s stands for a given secrecy rate
threshold, and PT and PJ denote the available power budget
at the transmitter and the CJ, respectively.

B. Low-Complexity SPCA Algorithm

In this section, we consider an reformulation of problem
(10) based on the SPCA method [27]. The optimization frame-
work can also be obtained as a convex form by incorporating
channel uncertainties. First, the robust secrecy rate constraint
(10b) can be relaxed as

Cs,k−log2

(
1+

tr
(
HH

e,lFkHe,l

)

σ2
e,l + tr

(
HH

e,lZHe,l+GH
e,lQGe,l

)
)
≥R̄s,

(11)
Then, (11) can be rewritten as

r1r2 ≥ 2R̄s , (12a)
hH
s,kFkhs,k

σ2
s,k +

∑
j �=k h

H
s,kWjhs,k + hH

s,kZhs,k + gH
s,kQgs,k +

σ2
p,k

ρs,k

≥ r1 − 1, ∀l, (12b)

σ2
e,l + tr

(
HH

e,lZHe,l+GH
e,lQGe,l

)

σ2
e,l + tr

(
HH

e,l(Z+ Fk)He,l+GH
e,lQGe,l

) ≥ r2, ∀k. (12c)

where r1 > 0 and r2 > 0 are slack variables. (12a) can be
transformed into a second-order cone (SOC) form as∥∥∥[√2R̄s+2 r1 − r2

]∥∥∥ ≤ r1 + r2. (13)

Let us define H̄s,k � h̄s,kh̄
H
s,k, Ḡs,k � ḡs,kḡ

H
s,k, Ĥe,l �

H̄e,lH̄
H
e,l, Ĝe,l � Ḡe,lḠ

H
e,l, HΔs,k � H̄s,k+Δs,k, GΦs,k �

Ḡs,k+Φs,k, HΔe,l � Ĥe,l+Δe,l, and GΦe,l � Ĝe,l+Φe,l

where Δs,k = h̄s,ke
H
s,k + es,kh̄

H
s,k + es,ke

H
s,k, Φs,k =

ḡs,kẽ
H
s,k + ẽs,kḡ

H
s,k + ẽs,kẽ

H
s,k, Δe,l = H̄e,lE

H
e,l +Ee,lH̄

H
e,l +

Ee,lE
H
e,l, and Φe,l = Ḡe,lẼ

H
e,l + Ẽe,lḠ

H
e,l + Ẽe,lẼ

H
e,l, which

stand for the CSI uncertainties. Then, the inequalities in (12b)
and (12c) can be rearranged, respectively, as

σ2
s,k+

∑
j �=k

wH
j HΔs,kwj+zHHΔs,kz+qHGΦs,kq+

σ2
p,k

ρs,k

≤ fHk HΔs,kfk
r1 − 1

, ∀k, (14a)

σ2
e,l+zHHΔe,lz+wH

k HΔe,lwk+qHGΦe,lq

≤ σ2
e,l+zHHΔe,lz+qHGΦe,lq

r2
, ∀l. (14b)

It is straightforward to show that

‖Δs,k‖F ≤ ‖h̄s,ke
H
s,k‖F + ‖es,kh̄H

s,k‖F + ‖es,keHs,k‖F
= ε2s,k + 2εs,k‖h̄s,k‖ � ξs,k,

(15)

‖Φs,k‖F ≤ ‖ḡs,kẽ
H
s,k‖F + ‖ẽs,kḡH

s,k‖F + ‖ẽs,kẽHs,k‖F
= ε̃2s,k + 2ε̃s,k‖ḡs,k‖ � ξ̃s,k,

(16)

‖Δe,l‖F ≤ ‖H̄e,lE
H
e,l‖F+‖Ee,lH̄

H
e,l‖F+‖Ee,lE

H
e,l‖F

= ε2e,l + 2εe,l‖H̄e,l‖F � ξe,l,
(17)

‖Φe,l‖F ≤ ‖Ḡe,lẼ
H
e,l‖F+‖Ẽe,lḠ

H
e,l‖F+‖Ẽe,lẼ

H
e,l‖F

= ε̃2e,l + 2ε̃e,l‖Ḡe,l‖F � ξ̃e,l.
(18)

It is noted that Δs,k, Φs,k, Δe,l, and Φe,l are norm-
bounded matrices.

According to the results in [26], we can minimize constraint
(12b) by minimizing the right-hand side (RHS) of (14a) while
maximizing its left-hand side (LHS). Then (14a) and (14b)
can be approximately reformulated, respectively, as

max
‖Δs,k‖F

≤ξs,k,‖Φs,k‖F
≤ξ̃s,k

σ2
s,k+

∑
j �=k

wH
j HΔs,kwj+zHHΔs,kz

+qHGΦs,kq+
σ2
p,k

ρs,k
≤ min

‖Δs,k‖F
≤ξs,k

fHk HΔs,kfk
r1 − 1

, ∀k,
(19)
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max
‖Δe,l‖F

≤ξe,l,‖Φe,l‖F
≤ξ̃e,l

σ2
e,l+zHHΔe,lz

+wH
k HΔe,lwk+qHGΦe,lq ≤

min
‖Δe,l‖F

≤ξe,l,‖Φe,l‖F
≤ξ̃e,l

σ2
e,l+zHHΔe,lz+qHGΦe,lq

r2
, ∀l.

(20)

Then, a loose approximation method [26] can be utilized to
minimize the RHS of (19) and (20) as

min
‖Δs,k‖F

≤ξs,k

fHk HΔs,kfk
r1 − 1

≥ fHk H̄ξs,kfk
r1 − 1

, ∀k,

min
‖Δe,l‖F

≤ξe,l,‖Φe,l‖F
≤ξ̃e,l

σ2
e,l+zHHΔe,lz+qHGΦe,lq

r2

≥ σ2
e,l+zHĤξe,lz+qHĜξ̃e,l

q

r2
,

(21)

where H̄ξs,k = H̄s,k− ξs,kINT
, Ĥξe,l = Ĥe,l− ξe,lINT

and
Ĝξ̃e,l

= Ĝe,l− ξ̃e,lINJ
. Applying a similar technique to the

LHS of (19) and (20), we obtain

max
‖Δs,k‖F

≤ξs,k,‖Φs,k‖F
≤ξ̃s,k

σ2
s,k+

∑
j �=k

wH
j HΔs,kwj

+zHHΔs,kz+qHGΦs,kq+
σ2
p,k

ρs,k
≤ σ2

s,k

+
∑
j �=k

wH
j Hξs,kwj+zHHξs,kz+qHGξ̃s,k

q+
σ2
p,k

ρs,k
, ∀k,

(22)

max
‖Δe,l‖F

≤ξe,l,‖Φe,l‖F
≤ξ̃e,l

σ2
e,l+zHHΔe,lz

+wH
k HΔe,lwk+qHGΦe,lq ≤ σ2

e,l

+zHHξe,lz+wH
k Hξe,lwk+qHGξ̃e,l

q, ∀l,
(23)

where Hξs,k = H̄s,k + ξs,kINT
, Gξ̃s,k

= Ḡs,k + ξ̃s,kINJ
,

Hξe,l = Ĥe,l+ξe,lINT
, and Gξ̃e,l

= Ĝe,l+ξ̃e,lINJ
.

According to (19)-(23), (14a) and (14b) can be converted
respectively as

σ2
s,k +

∑
j �=k

wH
j Hξs,kwj+zHHξs,kz+qHGξ̃s,k

q

+
σ2
p,k

ρs,k
≤ fHk H̄ξs,kfk

r1 − 1
, ∀k,

(24)

σ2
e,l+zHHξe,lz+wH

k Hξe,lwk+qHGξ̃e,l
q

≤σ2
e,l+zHĤξe,lz+qHĜξ̃e,l

q

r2
, ∀k, l.

(25)

It is observed that (24) and (25) are non-convex, while the
RHS of both (24) and (25) has a quadratic-over-linear (QoL)
form, which is convex [24].

Following the idea of the constrained convex procedure
[27], the QoL functions can be replaced by their first-order
expansions. By adopting the Taylor expansion in [12], for

the points (w̃k, r̃1), (z̃, r̃2) and (q̃, r̃2), (24) and (25) are
transformed into convex forms, respectively, as

σ2
s,k +

∑
j �=k

wH
j Hξs,kwj+zHHξs,kz+qHGξ̃s,k

q+
σ2
p,k

ρs,k

≤ FH̄ξs,k,1(wk, r1, w̃k, r̃1), (26a)

σ2
e,l+zHHξe,lz+wH

k Hξe,lwk+qHGξ̃e,l
q

≤ σ2
e,l(

2

r̃2
− r2

r̃22
)+FĤξe,l,0

(z, r2, z̃, r̃2)

+FĜξ̃e,l,0
(q, r2, q̃, r̃2), ∀k, l. (26b)

Following (6), the inverse function of Φprac(Pin) can be
written as

Pin(Φ
prac) � b− 1

a
ln

(
eab(Pmax − Φprac)

eabΦprac + Pmax

)
. (27)

Then, applying (27), (10a) can be transformed to be

K∑
j=1

wH
j H̄ξs,kwj+zHH̄ξs,kz+ qHḠξ̃s,k

q

≥ Pin(Ēs)

1−ρs,k
−σ2

s,k, ∀k, (28a)

zHĤξe,lz+
K∑
j=1

wH
j Ĥξe,lwj+qHĜξ̃e,l

q

≥ Pin(Ēe)−NEσ
2
e,l, ∀l, (28b)

where Ḡξ̃s,k
= Ḡs,k+ ξ̃s,kI. Substituting wj � w̃j +Δwj ,

z� z̃+Δz, and q� q̃+Δq into the LHS of (28a), we get

K∑
j=1

wH
j H̄ξs,kwj+zHH̄ξs,kz+ qHḠξ̃s,k

q

≥
K∑
j=1

(
w̃H

j H̄ξs,kw̃j+2
{w̃H
j H̄ξs,kΔwj}

)
+z̃HH̄ξs,kz̃

+q̃HḠξ̃s,k
q̃+2
{z̃HH̄ξs,kΔz+ q̃HḠξ̃s,k

Δq},
(29)

where the inequality is obtained by dropping the quadratic
terms ΔwH

j H̄ξs,kΔwj , ΔzHH̄ξs,kΔz and ΔqHḠξ̃s,k
Δq.

Similarly, the LHS of (28b) can be derived as

z̃HĤξe,lz̃+q̃HĜξ̃e,l
q̃+2
{z̃HĤξe,lΔz+ q̃HĜξ̃e,l

Δq}+
K∑
j=1

(
w̃H

j Ĥξe,lw̃j+2
{w̃H
j Ĥξe,lΔwj}

)
≥Pin(Ēe)−NEσ

2
e,l.

(30)

It is noted that (28a) is still non-convex in its current
form since it involves coupled Ēs and 1− ρs,k. By defin-
ing as,k �

∑K
j=1

(
w̃H

j H̄ξs,kw̃j+2
{w̃H
j H̄ξs,kΔwj}

)
+

z̃HH̄ξs,kz̃ +2
{z̃HH̄ξs,kΔz+ q̃HḠξ̃s,k
Δq}+ q̃HḠξ̃s,k

q̃+

σ2
s,k, (28a) can be rewritten as

as,k(1−ρs,k) ≥ Pin(Ēs), ∀k. (31)
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Based on a first-order Taylor approximation of Pin(Ēs),
(31) can be recast as the SOC constraint

‖[2es as,k + ρs,k − 1]‖ ≤ as,k − ρs,k + 1, (32)

where es = Pin(Ẽs)+P ′
in(Ẽs)(Ēs − Ẽs).

In addition, (10c) can be reformulated as two SOC forms∥∥[wT
1 ... wT

K zT
]∥∥ ≤

√
PT , (33a)∥∥qT

∥∥ ≤
√
PJ . (33b)

Now we propose a new algorithm based on the
SPCA method [27], which iteratively optimizes{
F̃k, q̃, z̃, r̃1, r̃2, Ẽs

}
. Let us denote Ψ(n) ={

w̃
(n)
k , q̃(n), z̃(n), r̃

(n)
1 , r̃

(n)
2 , Ẽ

(n)
s

}
as the optimal solution

obtained at the n-th iteration. At the (n + 1)-th iteration,
given Ψ(n), problem (10) is converted into the convex form
as

max
ρs,k,{fk},z,q, Ēs, Ēe, r1, r2

Ēs + Ēe

s.t. (13), (26a), (26b), (30), (32), (33a), (33b),

0 < ρs,k ≤ 1, Δz=z− z̃(n),

Δq=q− q̃(n), Δwk=wk − w̃
(n)
k , ∀k.

(34)

Problem (34) is a SOCP problem [24], which can be solved
by employing the CVX tools [25].

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, we provide the simulation results to vali-
date the performance of our proposed scheme. The system
parameters that we have considered for the simulations are
summarized in Table I, where Tx means the transmitter.
The estimated channel hs,k, He,l,gs,k, and Ge,l are respec-
tively modelled as hs,k=H(ds,k)hI , He,l = H(de,l)HI ,
gs,k = H (fs,k )gI , and Ge,l = H (fe,l )GI , where H(d) =

c
4πfc

( 1d )
κ
2 , hI ∼ CN (0, I), HI ∼ CN (0, I), gs,k ∼ CN (0, I),

and Ge,l ∼ CN (0, I). We fix the channel error bound
for the deterministic model as εs = εs,k = ε̃s,k, ∀k and
εe = εe,l = ε̃e,l, ∀k. For the non-linear EH model, we set
M = Ms,k = Me,l = 3.9 mW, a = as,k = ae,l = 1500
and b = bs,k = be,l = 0.0022 according to the measurement
data results [22]. In our simulations, we compare the no-AN
scheme which is obtained by setting Qm = 0, ∀m, no-CJ
scheme which is computed by Z = 0 [13], and the non-
robust method which assumes no uncertainty in the CSI [13].

Fig. 2 illustrates the convergence of the SOCP-SPCA
method with respect to the iteration numbers for PT = 40
dBm, PJ = 40 dBm, R̄s = 0.5 bps/Hz, and ε = 0.01. We
can see that the convergence of the SOCP-SPCA method is
achieved for all cases within just 5 iterations.

Fig. 3 shows the average harvested energy in terms of
different target secrecy rates with PT = 30 dBm and PJ = 30
dBm. Here, “SOCP-SPCA” denote our proposed schemes,
while “no-AN”, “no-CJ” and “no-robust” represent the bench-
mark designs. It is observed that the harvested power of
all schemes declines with the increased secrecy rate target.

TABLE I
SYSTEM PARAMETERS

Number of CR node, K 2
Number of EH node, L 2

Number of CJ node antenna, NJ 4
Number of EH node antenna, NE 2

Number of transmitter antenna, NT 4
Distance between the Tx and the CR node, ds,k 10 m
Distance between the CJ and the CR node, fs,k 10 m
Distance between the Tx and the EH node, de,l 5 m
Distance between the CJ and the EH node, fe,l 5 m

Carrier frequency, fc 900 MHz
Path loss exponent, κ 2.7

Noise power at the CR nodes, σ2
s,k −90 dBm

Noise power at the CR nodes, σ2
p,k −50 dBm

Noise power of all the EH nodes, σ2
k −90 dBm
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Fig. 2. Average harvested energy with respect to the iteration numbers for
the SPCA method
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Fig. 3. Average harvested energy with respect to the target secrecy rate
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Compared with the no-AN scheme and the no-CJ scheme,
the harvested power of the SOCP-SPCA algorithm is 9 dB
and 8 dB higher, respectively. Moreover, we can check that
the proposed algorithm outperforms the non-robust scheme,
and the performance gap increases as the target secrecy rate
becomes large.
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Fig. 4. Average harvested energy with respect to the power budget at the CJ

Fig. 4 depicts the average harvested energy in terms of the
power budget at the CJ with PT = 10 dBm and R̄s = 0.5
bps/Hz. It is easily observed that the achieved harvested power
grows with PJ . We can check that as PJ increases, the perfor-
mance gap between the proposed SOCP-SPCA algorithm and
the no-AN scheme becomes larger and a performance loss of
the non-robust scheme grows.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have studied robust secure beamforming
designs for a power splitting MIMO SWIPT IoT network
under a non-Linear EH model with coopertive jamming,
where norm-bounded channel uncertainties are present. By
incorporating a norm-bounded channel uncertainty model, we
propose an algorithm based on SPCA, which will reduce com-
putational complexity. Finally, simulation results have shown
that the proposed robust design outperforms conventional
schemes reported in the literature. The proposed robust secrecy
design framework and solution approach have potentials to be
extended to more complex SWIPT systems by incorporating
new security strategies.
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